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Abstract
I want to propose “Creative Risk Management Based on Reverse Thinking (CRMBRT)” as one
of the Future- oriented Risk Management Techniques in this paper.

I’ve developed this method

(CRMBRT) by using examples from “Subversive Analysis (SA)” as the origin of “Anticipatory
Failure Determination (AFD)” developed by Ideation Inc. AFD is one of the contemporary TRIZ
techniques. Therefore, it is clear that CRMBRT is in the TRIZ field.
To be more precise, based on this way of subversive thinking, CRMBRT initially requires us to
create a lot of “bad ideas” for bringing failures or accidents in the system into reality, with the
utilization of not only inventive principles in TRIZ but also functional analysis in VE by involving the
environmental resources around the society, so that CRMBRT can clarify the mechanism of
“Dangerous Scenarios (DS)” about “Unknown Risks (UR)” in the near future.

1. Introduction
The main purpose of “this method (CRMBRT)” is to consider the solutions against any “Dangerous
Scenarios (DS)” through future-oriented thinking, and not by chasing causes related to past accidents.
Therefore, we have to develop effective techniques not only to facilitate the sensitivity for “Unknown
Risks (UR)”but also to create innovative measures to avoid Future DS. Therefore, this method has a
high possibility to lead to innovative ideas dealing with UR.
That is to say, there is strong evidence that “CRMBRT” is a highly-valued method as one of the
“Innovative Management Methods in the IT-field” where it is likely to come up with UR based on
technological innovation in the near future.
Therefore, in the latter half of this paper, I am going to consider the advantages regarding
“CRMBRT” through a one case-study example about new business developments in the IT-field as
specific as possible.

2. The various risks companies face
I am going to focus on a series of risks based on the IT field in this paper. However, as you know,
Risk itself has a huge variety of aspects and it’s said that the number of risks corresponds to the
number of companies. Consequently, it’s very difficult to define the risk in one sentence. I think
however that I will try to outline the concept of risk briefly as mentioned below.

Definition of RISK (Companies face)
Risk is not only the serious losses a company suffers but also the environment
within or outside the existing company brought about by serious losses.

Therefore, this study should be considered not only by the serious losses but also the side effects
brought by the serious losses.

In addition to the “Definition of Risk”, I would like to define “IT-

Risk” newly as mentioned below.

Definition of IT- RISK (Companies face)
There are various side effects related to serious losses in the IT industry.
1. Losses about data gathering and processing with utilization of computer
networking
2. The environment inside and outside the company
2a. Especially, losses regarding to information and telecommunications.
IT-Risks that are concerned in particular, especially real examples failing to take sufficient measures
are shown in Fig.1.
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Fig.1 Examples about Risks in IT field

IT Risks like shown in Figure 1 are serious problems we’ve never faced before in our society.
That’s why taking sufficient measures against them is very difficult.
To put it more concretely, Effective solutions against IT-risks are required to utilize “Innovation
power based on the future- oriented thinking”. They are not needed to chase the causes related to the

past accidents as much. as we need them for the future.
3. Features of this method (Reverse Thinking Approach)
In the case of IT Risks, It’s clear that IT related technologies are growing rapidly and the
environmental variation around them is drastic. In consequence, it is reasonable to suppose that the
approach to inspection in the past will not take good measures against future IT-Risks. This is because
IT-Risks like “Skimming” or “Phishing” do not decrease and effective measures are still under
discussion, not put on a firm footing in Japanese society. Consequently, “Reverse Thinking Approach”
is expected to actively utilize effective measures in such a scene. The purpose of this method
(“Reverse Thinking Approach”) is not to find out failure phenomenon from past accidents, but more
importantly to define them as “a kind of matters to be realized”.

After we define then, we have to

create the realized ways by utilizing “Functional Analysis in VE” according to the procedure of this
method.

This is the biggest feature about the “Reverse Thinking Approach”.

In short, Future-oriented Risk Management (based on “Reverse Thinking”) is very effective against
“Unknown Risks”, especially in the IT-field. This is because Conventional Risk Management (based
on past inspection) does not deal with” IT-Risks” effectively. The Fig.2 shows some features of both
Conventional and Proposed Risk Management techniques.
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Fig.2 Features of both Conventional and Proposed Risk Management Techniques

4. Practical Procedure of Reverse Thinking Approach
I want to consider both uniqueness and effectiveness about this approach through one of the case

studies to have been applied. Fig.3 shows “Practical Procedure of Reverse Thinking Approach” I’m
propounding. In consequence, I am going to introduce the case study according to the procedure.
This Case study focuses on the implementation of Risk Management in the “E-learning System for
English Conversation”, which is B-Company’s acceptance of order about development and operation
for “ESEC” from A- travel agency.

[ Basic Step ]

[Job Step]
STEP1:Collecting Information About Subject Matter

Risk Analysis

STEP2:Organaization Of Risk Condition
STEP3:Making Harmful Function Diagram
(Harmful Function Analysis)
STEP4:Checking Weakness Zones of Subject Matter

Idea Generation
For Realizing Risks

STEP5:Harmful Function-Oriented Idea Generation
Step6:Grasping Dangerous Resources For Causing Risks

Planning Proposed
Measures Against
Risks

Step7:Organizing Scenarios For Realizing Risks
Step8:Designing Measures to avoid Risk Scenarios

Fig.3 Practical Procedure of Reverse Thinking Approach

5. Case

Study: Risk Management about the “E-learning System for English Conversation”

5.1 Step1: Collecting Information About A Subject Matter
Subject matter for Risk Management should be defined.

As I mentioned above, Subject matter

showing in this paper is “ Development and Operation for E-learning System for English
Conversation”.

In short, Subject Matter is in the field of It-Risks related to information and

telecommunications systems and the Overview of SM is shown in Fig.4.

Recently the companies interesting in “E-learning system” increase rapidly.
(Adoption rate of E-learning system had grown more than 80% in Japan in 2005.)
Because of this situation, A-Travel Agency decided to provide a service about English
Conversation program based on E-learning system to the overseas tourists.
That’s why A-Travel Agency has to establish the E-learning business providing the
highly-valued service ( good service with lower price than others).
1)All branches in Tokyo at A-Travel Agency sale “2000yen prepaid card” for lesson.
2)Clients access “A-Travel Agency’s Home Page” by Access number on card.
3)Clients have right to participate 15 lessons for each 50minite within one month.
Condition：Clients use both picture phone and headset at lesson
(Clients can use equipments without admission during a promotion)
4) This English Conversation lesson includes Q&A service through E- mail after lesson.
5) Continuing ways of lesson
Option A :Buy same prepaid card again (Temporary lesson type)
Option B : Chose monthly lesson course (Regular lesson type)
(3000yen/month x12:yearly contract)

Envisioned Control Items Abut Risk Management
・backup system of contents
・document (clients information )control
・Clients PC Control
・security management
etc.

Fig.４ Overview

of Subject Matter

5.2 Step2: Organization Of Risk Condition
We have to organize the situation about the “Envisioned Risks (defects)”, which might occur in the

near future, at this step. To be concrete, we have to organize the relationship between the final losses
(final serious results) and causes brought about by them from the point of view causality analysis. (See
Fig.5)
The work at this step is essentially the same as usual “Past Inspection Thinking “(Conventional Risk
Management Approach).
5.3 Step3: Making Harmful Function Diagram (Harmful Function Analysis)
We tried to make the “Harmful Function Diagram” showing the relationship between “the final
loss= top harmful function” and “each cause brought about by each loss=each harmful function”. Its
diagram must be drawn by utilizing “Organization Table of Risk Condition (See Fig.5)” at the
previous step. To put it more concretely, we have to make that diagram (See Fig.6) according to
“Functional Analysis” based on “purpose and means logic”, which is the technique to organize each
function. FA is one of the techniques in the VE field. However, as VE practitioners know, FA usually
focuses on useful function (It’s called just function in VE). But, in this case, we have to focus on
harmful function. In order to define harmful function, we have to define a cause as a function. To put
it another way, each function must be defined by description method showing “verb and noun in
English”. After that, each function would be organized by “purpose and means logic in FA”.

Final Losses (Final Bad Result)

Causes Bring About Final Losses

The huge asset loss and erosion of
company’s trust.

1) ID and password were robbed
2)Failure of headset
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………
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Out of order in server
………

Fig.5 Organization of Risk Condition about Subject Matter
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Fig.6 Harmful Function Diagram

5.4 Step4: Checking Weak areas of Subject Matter
At step4, distinguishing Weak areas from others in the subjects matters, we have to define Weak
areas as “the big triggers” to bring about the final loss. On the other hand, well-protected areas, which
are stable against causes brought about by the serious losses, exist in it too. Weak areas in the case
study are shown in Fig.7. Especially, the areas we’ve never made an inspection before, which might be
weak areas. Because, these areas have never caused serious accidents to happen for a long time, even
without precaution measures.
That is to say, above-mentioned weak areas are a kind of “blind side” for the human-being.
Therefore, through step4, we need to recognize and to define thoroughly “what weak areas are”,
because, dangerous resources in the subject matter

might lead to harmful functions connected with

weak areas.
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Fig.7 Weakness Zone in the Case Study

5.5 Step5: Harmful Function-Oriented Idea Generation
After checking on the harmful functions connected with weak areas (See Fig.7) in the
diagram (See Fig.6), beginning with the harmful functions penetrating weak areas directly, we have to
grasp “the critical path on the diagram(See Fig.8)” consisting of a series of harmful functions, which
could be connected with final losses (top harmful function) logically. Then, we are going to create a
lot of ideas to realize a series of harmful functions as broad as possible, with focusing on the critical
pass, based on “the way of function-oriented thinking” in the VE field. But this time, in order to break
free from fixed thinking like “past inspection activities”, we must move “Normal Site” in VE activities
to “Reverse Site” in Subversive activities. In this case, Fig.9 shows examples about idea generation
based on harmful functions.
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Fig.8 Critical Path on the Diagram

Idea Generation Based On Harmful Functions Related To Weakness Zones
Harmful Functions related to
Weakness Zones
Bring Down a Server

Ideas to realize Harmful Functions
1.Cut the power supply
2.Deliver an attack against DOS
3.Trigger a power failure
4.Place fire

Fig.9 Idea Generation based on Harmful Functions

5.6 Step6: Grasping Dangerous Resources for Causing Risks
In order to evaluate the possibility to realize the created ideas through the previous step, we have to
grasp “the dangerous resources” to be useful for the outbreak of risks.

In addition, managerial

resources sometimes fall within the range of dangerous resources, of which “four factors“ (Man,
Material, Money, and Information)” must be considered the most dangerous. These four factors are
defined as highly-valued resources contributing to the efficiency of business administration under
normal conditions. Moreover, one of them, “Man” could evolve into a very dangerous resource more
frequently, called “Human Resource”. That’s why human-being become a hot bed of human error.
Fig.10 shows the conceptual process how managerial resources evolve into dangerous resources.
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Fig.10 Conceptual Process How Managerial Resources Evolve into Dangerous Resources

Organizing the necessity of conditions to realize each idea created at this step, evaluating whether the
resources on these conditions exist or not, we finally have to do “a reality check “. Considering the
reality of each idea, what needs to be emphasized is what we judge after confirming the mechanism
about resources connected to the breakout of risks.
To put it another way, utilizing the logic about AND/OR, we had better practice the relationship
analysis focusing on these resources. That is to say, it is clear that the resources based on the OR
relationship make implementability of ideas higher.
Fig.11 shows the evaluation table based on “Resource Relationship Analysis” for each created idea
as mentioned above. Such ideas should be selected as “materials” to generate “Risk Scenario”.
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Fig.11 Evaluation table based on “Resource Relationship Analysis” for ideas

5.7 Step7: Organizing Scenarios For Realizing Risks

Fitting together selected ideas (evaluated as A or B level (See Fig.11)) logically without
contradictions, we are going to organize selected ideas as a series of “Risk Scenarios” (See Fig.12).
5.8 Step8: Designing Measures to avoid Risk Scenarios
Through this step, seeing about the measures to avoid the implementation of” Risk Scenarios”, we
have to evaluate the effectiveness of discussed measures. And then, not having trouble, we have to
choose them as highly -valued measures (See Fig.12).
After choosing them, with having risk awareness, we have to practice the measures against Risks.
Several “Directions” to think on the proposed measures against Risks are as mentioned below.
Several Directions show “How to eliminate Dangerous Resources in Subject Matter”, “To prevent
Dangerous Resources from acting on Weakness Zone”,” To reduce the influence of Dangerous
Resources” and “To isolate the Dangerous Resources in Subject Matter”
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-----------------
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client , and bring them
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Fig.12 Each Scenario to Generate a series of Risks

6. Conclusion “Proposed Method (CRMBRT) is a highly-valued tool for Innovation activities.”
Planning an innovative product is the most important challenge for the industry, as well as the IT

field keeping up with the constant changes in technology. But, at the same time, planning an
innovative product makes it clear that we have to respond to “Unknown Risks (UR)” we’ve never seen
in past inspection activities. Therefore, if we are able to decide how to deal with UR,

such activities

in itself are just innovative. We can say with fair certainty that “Useful Value” of the proposed
method (CRMBRT) increases under such conditions. In other words, this method is expected to
facilitate the innovative power focusing on the ability to avoid “Future-Oriented Risks (UR)”.
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